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Abstract— Data mining is the extraction of hidden predictive 

information from large databases and also a powerful new 

technology with great potential to analyze important 

information in their data warehouses. There are several 

techniques exist for data extraction. Clustering is one of the 

techniques amongst them. In clustering technique, we form 

the group of similar objects (similarity in terms of distance or 

there may be any other factor). Outlier detection as a branch 

of data mining has many important applications and deserves 

more attention from data mining community. Therefore, it is 

important to detect outlier from the extracted data. There are 

so many techniques existing to detect outlier but Clustering 

is one of the efficient techniques. In this paper, I have review 

on different Clustering techniques in terms of time 

complexity and proposed a new solution by adding DBSCAN 

to already present Clustering techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the non-trivial method of identifying valid, 

potentially useful, and finally understandable patterns in data 

[1].Data mining is the method of Extracting patterns from 

data. It can be used to uncover patterns in data but is often 

carried out only on sample of data. Clustering has been 

widely used in areas such as pattern recognition, image 

processing and data analysis. Clustering has been recognizes 

as primary data mining method for knowledge discovery. It 

is an important technique used for outlier analysis. Outlier 

detection has direct applications in a wide variety of domains 

such as mining for anomalies to detect network intrusion, 

fraud detection in mobile phone industry and recently for 

detecting terrorism related activities [2].Outlier detection 

based on clustering approach provides new positive results. 

A. Clustering: 

The clustering algorithm is used to group objects into 

significant subclasses and the clustering data streams are a 

sub area of mining data streams. The clustering algorithms 

for data streams should be adaptive in the sense that up to date 

clusters are obtainable at any time, taking new data items into 

account as soon as they arrive. There are different types of 

clustering algorithms are fitting for different types of 

applications they are chased by Hierarchical clustering 

algorithm, Partition clustering algorithm, Density based 

clustering algorithm and Grid based clustering algorithm. 

Clustering is defined as an unsupervised problem. There are 

no predefined class label exists for the data points. Cluster 

analysis is used in a number of applications such as data 

analysis, image processing, Stock market analysis etc. 

B. Outlier Detection: 

Outlier detection has a wide range of applications such as 

insurance, fraud detection, intrusion detection, credit card 

and so on. It is further complicated by the fact that in many 

cases outliers have to be detected from a large volume of data 

growing at an unlimited rate [8].Traditional outlier detection 

algorithms cannot be applied to data stream efficiently since 

data stream is potentially infinite and evolving continuously. 

It has to be processed within a strict time constraint and 

limited space, thus outlier detection in data stream inflicts 

great challenges are followed as single scan. [9]. Outlier 

detection in data stream should be done very fast, preferably 

in single-scan and it is more complicated in data stream 

because it is difficult to build different data distribution basis 

in developing. Existing algorithms regard the model learned 

has the only distribution for detecting outliers and it also 

satisfy the evolving characteristics of data stream and may be 

too conservative to detect important outliers. So for that 

clustering based outlier detection is a best technique to 

manage this problem. 

II. CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE FOR OUTLIER DETECTION: 

Consider clusters of small sizes as clustered outliers. In these 

approaches, small clusters (i.e., clusters containing 

significantly less points than other clusters) are considered 

outliers. The advantage of the clustering-based approaches is 

that they do not have to be supervised. Moreover, clustering-

based techniques are capable of being used in an incremental 

mode. 

There are various kinds of Clustering based outlier 

detection approach have been proposed which are following: 

A. Cure Clustering: 

CURE (Clustering Using Representatives) is an efficient data 

clustering algorithm for data streams that is more robust to 

outliers and identifies clusters having non-spherical shapes 

and wide variances in size. Cure is one of the hierarchical 

methods decompose a dataset into a tree-like structure. To 

avoid the problems with non-uniform sized or shaped 

clusters, it employs a hierarchical clustering algorithm that 

adopts a middle ground between the centroid based and all 

point extremes. In each iteration, it has a constant number c 

of well scattered points of a cluster are chosen and they are 

shrunk towards the centroid of the cluster by a fraction α. The 

scattered points after shrinking are used as representatives of 

the cluster. The clusters with the closest pair of 

representatives are the clusters that are merged at each step of 

CURE's hierarchical clustering algorithm. This allows CURE 

to correctly identify the clusters and makes it less sensitive to 

outliers [15]. CURE algorithm followed as 

CURE (no. of points, k) 

Input: A set of points S 
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Output: k clusters 

1) For every cluster u (each input point), in u. mean and 

u.rep store the mean of the points in the cluster and a set 

of c representative points of the cluster initially c = 1 

since each cluster has one data point. Also u. closest 

stores the cluster closest to u. 

2) All the input points are inserted into a k-d tree T. 

3) Treat each input point as separate cluster, compute u. 

closest for each u and then insert each cluster into the 

heap Q. 

4) While size (Q) > k. 

5) Remove the top element of Q (say u) and merge it with 

its closest cluster u. closest (say v) and compute the new 

representative points for the merged cluster w. Also 

remove u and v from T and Q. 
6) Also for all the clusters x in Q, update x. closest and 

relocate x. 

7) Insert w into Q. 

8) Repeat. 

The running time of the algorithm is O (n2 log n) and 

space complexity is O (n). The algorithm cannot be straightly 

applied to large databases. So for this reason the random 

samplings are used to handle data sets and generally the 

random sample fits in main memory due to the random 

sampling there is a tradeoff between accuracy and 

competence. The basic idea is to partition the sample space 

into p partitions. In first pass the cluster are to be partition 

until the final number of clusters reduces to np /q for a few 

constant q ≥ 1. Run a second clustering pass on n/q partial 

clusters for all the partitions. For the second pass store the 

representative points for the merge. Merge requires the 

representative points of previous clusters before computing 

the new representative points for the merged cluster. 

Advantage of partitioning the input is used to reduce the 

execution times. The points for k clusters, the outstanding 

data points should be assigned to the clusters. Representative 

points for each of the k clusters are to be selected for fraction 

in order to choose the data point is assigned to the cluster 

containing the representative point closest to it. 

B. K-Means Clustering: 

K-Means clustering is a backbone method for detecting 

outliers. K-Means clustering requires iterative optimization 

of clustering centroids to gradually achieve better clustering 

results. This optimization process involves multiple data 

scans, which is infeasible in the context of data streams. K-

mean describes that given dataset of n object divide into k 

cluster where k is desired number of cluster. A centroid is 

defined for each cluster in k-mean all data object are placed 

in cluster having centroid nearest to all data object. After 

processing all data object then k-mean centroid is calculated 

again and again. For each centroid it changes their location 

and its need to specify k number of cluster in advance. This 

process continues step by step until no centroid move. K-

Means algorithm follows as 

Algorithm k-means (k, D) 

1) chooses k data points as the initial cancroids (cluster 

centers) 

2) repeat 

3) for each data point x ∈ D do 

4) compute the distance from x to each centered; 

5) assign x to the closest centered // a centered represents a 

cluster 

6) end for 

7) re-compute the centered using the current cluster 

memberships 

8) until the stopping criterion is met 

C. Hierarchical Methods: 

Hierarchical Clustering is the process of forming a maximal 

collection of subsets of objects (called clusters), with the 

property that any two clusters are either disjoint or nested. 

Equivalently, it can be viewed as forming a rooted binary tree 

having the objects as its leaves, the clusters the correspond to 

the leaves of sub trees. Hierarchical clustering creates a 

hierarchy of clusters, which may represent in a tree structure 

called a dendogram. The root of the tree consists of a single 

cluster containing all observations, and the leaves correspond 

to individual observations. Algorithms for hierarchical 

clustering are generally either agglomerative, in which one 

starts at the leaves and successively merges clusters together; 

or divisive, in which one starts at the root and recursively 

splits the clusters. Any valid metric use as a measure of 

similarity between pairs of observations. 

 
Fig. 1: Dendogram of Hierarchical 

Agglomerative clustering starts with N clusters, 

each of which includes exactly one data point. A series of 

merge operations then followed, that eventually forces all 

objects into the same group. Hierarchical algorithms find 

successive clusters using previously established clusters. 

These algorithms can be either agglomerative ("bottom-up") 

or divisive ("top-down"). Agglomerative algorithms begin 

with each element as a separate cluster and merge them into 

successively larger clusters. Divisive algorithms begin with 

the whole set and proceed to divide it into successively 

smaller clusters. The basics of hierarchical clustering include 

Lance-Williams formula, idea of conceptual clustering, now 

classic algorithms SLINK, COBWEB as well as newer 

Algorithms CURE, CHAMELEON and BIRCH. Compared 

with the other algorithms BIRCH detected the noise better 

than the other ones for large datasets. 

D. . PAM (Partition around Medoid: 

PAM uses a k-medoid method for clustering. It is very robust 

when compared with k-means in the presence of noise and 

outliers. Mainly it contains two phases Build phase and Swap 

phase. Build phase: This step is sequentially select k objects 

which is centrally located. This k objects to be used as k 

medoids. Swap phase: Calculates the total cost for each pair 

of selected and non-selected object. 
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1) PAM Procedure: 

 Input the dataset D 

 Randomly select k objects from the dataset G 

 Calculate the Total cost T for each pair of selected Si and 

non selected object Sh 

 For each pair if T si < 0, then it is replaced Sh 

 Then find similar medoid for each non-selected object 

 Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4, until find the medoids. 

E. CLARA (Clustering Large Applications):  

CLARA is introduced to overcome the problem of PAM. 

This works in larger data set than PAM. This method takes 

only a sample of data from the data set instead of taking full 

data set. It randomly selects the data and chooses the medoid 

using PAM algorithm [1]. 

1) CLARA Procedure: 

 Input the dataset D 

 Repeat n times 

 Draw sample S randomly from D 

 Call PAM from S to get medoids M. 5. Classify the entire 

dataset D to Cost1.....costk 

 Calculate the average dissimilarity from the obtained 

clusters. 

F. CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications Based on 

Randomized Search):  

This method is similar to PAM and CLARA. It starts with the 

selection of medoids randomly. It draws the neighbour 

dynamically. It checks “max neighbour” for swapping. If the 

pair is negative then it chooses another medoid set. Otherwise 

it chooses current selection of medoids as local optimum and 

restarts with the new selection of medoids randomly. It stops 

the process until returns the best. 

1) CLARANS Procedure: 

 Input parameters num-local and max neighbour. 

 Select k objects from the database object D randomly. 

 Mark these K objects as selected Si and all other as non-

selected Sh. 

 Calculate the cost T for selected Si 

 If T is negative update medoid set. otherwise selected 

medoid chosen as local optimum.  

 Restart the selection of another set of medoid and find 

another local optimum. 7. CLARANS stops until returns 

the best. 

G. ENHANCED CLARANS (ECLARANS):  

This method is different from PAM, CLARA AND 

CLARANS. Thus method is produced to improve the 

accuracy of outliers. ECLARANS is a new partitioning 

algorithm which is an improvement of CLARANS to form 

clusters with selecting proper arbitrary nodes instead of 

selecting as random searching operations. The algorithm is 

similar to CLARANS but these selected arbitrary nodes 

reduce the number of iterations of CLARANS ECLARANS. 

Procedure: 

1) Input parameters numlocal and maxneighbour. Initialize 

i to 1, and mincost to a large number. 

2) Calculating distance between each data points 

3) Choose n maximum distance data points 

4) Set current to an arbitrary node in n: k 

5) Set j to 1. 

6) Consider a random neighbor S of current, and based on 

6, calculate the cost differential of the two nodes. 

7) If S has a lower cost, set current to S, and go to Step 

Otherwise, increment j by 1. If j max neighbour, go to 

Step 6. 

8) Otherwise, when j > maxneighbour, compare the cost of 

current with mincost. If the former is less than 

9) mincost, set mincost to the cost of current and set best 

node to current. 

10) Increment i by 1. If i > numlocal, output best node and 

halt. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 

H. DBSCAN: 

DBSCAN [Chakraborty S & Nagwani N. K, 2011] is a data 

clustering algorithm and it is a density based clustering 

algorithm because it finds a number of clusters starting from 

the estimated density distribution of corresponding nodes. 

DBSCAN [Parimala M et al., 2011]is one of the most 

common clustering algorithms and also most cited in 

scientific literature. OPTICS can be seen as a generalization 

of DBSCAN to multiple ranges, effectively replacing the ε 

parameter with a maximum search radius. DBSCAN's 

definition of a cluster is based on the notion of density reach 

ability. Basically, a point q is directly density-reachable from 

a point p if it is not farther away than a given distance є (i.e., 

is part of its є -neighborhood) and if p is surrounded by 

sufficiently many points such that one may consider p and q 

to be part of a cluster. q is called density-reachable (note the 

distinction from "directly density-reachable") from p if there 

is a sequence p1, p2, …. pn of points with p1 = pn and pn = q 

where each pi+1 is directly density reachable from pi. Note 

that the relation of density reachable is not symmetric. Q 

might lie on the edge of a cluster, having insufficiently many 

neighbors to count as dense itself. This would halt the process 

of finding a path that stops with the first non-dense point. By 

contrast, starting the process with q would lead to p (though 

the process would halt there, p being the first non-dense 

point). Due to this asymmetry, the notion of density-

connected is introduced the two points p and q are density-

connected if there is a point O such that both p and q are 

density-reachable from O. Density connectedness is 

symmetric[Domeniconi C & Gunopulos D,2004]. 

A cluster, which is a subset of the points of the 

database, satisfies two properties.  

 All points within the cluster are mutually density 

connected.  

 If a point is density-connected to any point of the cluster, 

it is part of the cluster as well. Obviously clusters are 

define on some criteria which is as follows Core: Core 

points lie in the interior of density based clusters and 

should lie within Eps (radius or threshold value), MinPts 

(minimum no of points) which are user specified 

parameters. 

Border: Border point lies within the neighbourhood 

of core point and many core points may share same border 

point. 

Noise: The point which is neither a core point nor a 

border point 

Directly Density Reachable: A point r is directly 

density reachable from s w.r.t Eps and MinPts if belongs to 

NEps(s) and |NEps (s)| >= MinPts. 
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Density Reachable: A point r is density reachable 

from r point s wrt.Eps and MinPts if there is a sequence of 

points r1….rn, r1 = s, rn = s such that ri+1 is directly 

reachable from ri. 

I. Algorithm: 

Step 1: Pre-Processing  

Firstly, a pre-processing step must be applied to the 

removal of noise and diffuse emission. As stated before, this 

might be accomplished by using a threshold. 

Step 2: DBSCAN Clustering  

Secondly, the DBSCAN algorithm can be applied on 

individual pixels to link together a complete emission area at 

the images for each channel of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

This is done by setting the eps parameter to some value that 

will define the minimum area required for a source to be 

considered. The eps parameter will define the distance metric 

in terms of pixels. Each of the generated cluster will define a 

celestial entity. 

Step 3: Multi-spectral Correlation: 

After identifying all clusters, one can apply a 

multispectral correlation process in order to consider the 

results (generated clusters) from every electromagnetic 

wavelength. It will not be detailed here, but a common 

approach would be only considering clusters which have one 

or more counterparts close enough with respect to some 

threshold on the other channels of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Loureiro, A., Torgo, L. And Soares, C. [3] describes a 

methodology for the application of hierarchical clustering 

methods to the task of outlier detection. The methodology is 

tested on the problem of cleaning official statistics data. The 

goal of this paper is the detection of erroneous foreign trade 

transactions in data collection. The methodology discussed 

here is able to save a large amount of time by selecting a small 

subset of suspicious transactions for manual inspection which 

includes most of the erroneous transactions. The authors 

compared several alternative hierarchical clustering 

methodologies for this task. The results they have obtained 

here confirmed the validity of the use of hierarchical 

clustering techniques for this task. Their comparison results 

show that their methodology improves previous results by 

keeping similar number of erroneous transactions identified 

with significantly. 

Jiang, S., and An, Q., [4] generalizes local outlier 

factor of object and proposed a clustering-based outlier 

detection scheme (CBOD). The method consists of two 

phases, the first phase cluster dataset by one-pass clustering 

algorithm and second phase determine outlier cluster by 

outlier factor. The time complexity of CBOD is nearly linear 

with the size of dataset and the number of attributes, which 

results in good scalability and suitable to large dataset. The 

theoretic analysis and the experimental results show that the 

detection process is effective and feasible.  

John Peter.S., et al., [5] discussed about the 

Minimum Spanning Tree based clustering algorithm for 

detecting outliers. They mentioned Minimum Spanning Tree 

based clustering algorithm is capable of detecting clusters 

with irregular boundaries. The algorithm partition the dataset 

into optimal number of clusters. Small clusters are then 

determined and considered as outliers. The rest of the outliers 

(if any) are then detected in the remaining clusters based on 

temporary removing an edge (Euclidean distance between 

objects) from the data set and recalculate the weight function. 

They introduce a new cluster validation criterion based on the 

geometric property of data partition of the dataset in order to 

find the proper number of clusters. The algorithm works in 

two stages. The first stage of the algorithm creates optimal 

number of clusters, where as the second stage of the 

algorithm detect outliers. The key feature of their algorithm 

is it finds noise-free/error-free clusters for a given dataset 

without using any input parameters. 

Al-Zoubi, M., [6] proposes a method based on 

clustering approaches for outlier detection. They first 

perform the PAM clustering algorithm in that, small clusters 

are detected in the remaining clusters based on calculating the 

absolute distances between the results show that their method 

works well. The experimental results show that the proposed 

approaches give effective results when applied to different 

data sets.  

Murugavel. P. et al., [7] compared three partition 

based algorithms with k-medoid distance based method for 

outlier detection. Here they improve the time efficiency and 

accuracy of detection. The main advantages of all these 

approaches is that they are using only Unsupervised methods, 

which means new data can be added to the database can be 

tested for outliers in future in an efficient manner. 

Experiments showed that CLARANS is the best algorithm 

while considering outlier detection, followed by CLARA and 

PAM.  

Aggarwal C.C, Yu P.S., [8] they have addressed the 

issue of privacy preserving data mining. Specifically, they 

consider a scenario in which two parties owning confidential 

databases wish to run a data mining algorithm on the union 

of their databases, without revealing any unnecessary 

information. Their work is motivated by the need to both 

protect privileged information and enable its use for research 

or other purposes. The above problem is a specific example 

of secure multi-party computation and as such, can be solved 

using known generic protocols. However, data mining 

algorithms are typically complex and, furthermore, the input 

usually consists of massive data sets. The generic protocols 

in such a case are of no practical use and therefore more 

efficient protocols are required. They focus on the problem of 

decision tree learning with the popular ID3 algorithm. Our 

protocol is considerably more efficient than generic solutions 

and demands both very few rounds of communication and 

reasonable bandwidth.  

Sheng-yi Jiang., Qing-bo-An., [9] they generalize 

the concept of outlier factor of object to the case of cluster 

and put forward a clustering-based outlier detecting method. 

They regard the cluster which comes by clustering process as 

a unit and identify it as “normal” or “outlier” (the id of a 

cluster is also the id of its objects). The method is made up of 

two stages: the first stage is grouping dataset with clustering 

algorithm; the second stage is to identify the gained clusters 

as “normal cluster” or “outlier cluster” according to their 

outlier factor. The goal of clustering is that the intra-cluster 

similarity is maximized while the inter-cluster similarity is 

minimized. Many efficient clustering algorithms have been 

proposed by the database research community. Clustering 

algorithm can be selected according to data, objective of 
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clustering and application. In this paper, they use one-pass 

clustering algorithm divide dataset into hyper spheres with 

almost the same radius. On the basis of the outlier factor of 

cluster, they present a clustering-based outlier detection 

method (CBOD), which consists of two stages. The 

theoretical analysis explains that the time complexity of 

CBOD is nearly linear with the size of dataset, the number of 

attributes and the final number of clusters, CBOD suit to 

detect outlier in large dataset. Finally, they give some 

experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness. 

E. M. Knurs., and R. T. Ng., [10] assumes data is 

distributed. The data are allowed to use, but disclosing it to 

others is a privacy violation. The problem is to find distance-

based outliers without any party gaining knowledge beyond 

learning which items are outliers. Ensuring that data is not 

disclosed maintains privacy, i.e., no privacy is lost beyond 

that inherently revealed in knowing the outliers. Even 

knowing which items are outliers need not be revealed to all 

parties, further preventing privacy breaches. The approach 

duplicates the results of the outlier detection algorithm. The 

idea is that an object o is an outlier if more than a percentage 

p of the objects in the data set is farther than distance d from 

o. The basic idea is that parties compute the portion of the 

answer they know, and then engage in a secure sum to 

compute the total distance. The key is that this total is 

(randomly) split between sites, so nobody knows the actual 

distance. 

IV. INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEM AREA AND FINDINGS 

In most large samplings of data, some data points will be 

further away from the sample mean than what is deemed 

reasonable. This can be due to incidental systematic error or 

flaws in the theory that generated an assumed family of 

probability distributions, or it may be that some observations 

are far from the center of the data. Outlier points can therefore 

indicate faulty data, erroneous procedures, or areas where a 

certain theory might not be valid. However, in large samples, 

a small number of outliers is to be expected (and not due to 

any anomalous condition). Outlier detection has recently 

gained wide attention as an axe against global terrorism. 

Terrorism fits the description of a rare and anomalous 

activity. In the recent past, law enforcement authorities in the 

UK have used outlier detection techniques by monitoring 

bank transactions and other patterns of people to distil out 

possible terrorists from the populace. Though effective, two 

major concerns with such a technique are the occurrences of 

false positives and the subsequent loss of privacy of 

individuals. Ina city of 50 million people, even if the 

algorithm is 99 percent accurate it would still identify about 

500,000 people as terrorists which might not be the case. 

Let us consider two real-life motivating examples 

where the sharing of data for clustering poses different 

constraints. 

1) Suppose that a hospital shares some data for research 

purposes (e.g. group patients who have a similar 

disease). How can we identify groups of patients with a 

similar disease without revealing the values of the 

attributes associated with them. 

2) Two organizations, an Internet marketing company and 

an on-line retail company, have datasets with different 

attributes for a common set of individuals. 

These organizations decide to share their data for 

clustering to find the optimal customer targets so as to 

maximize return on investments. 

V. DIFFICULTIES IN OUTLIER DETECTION 

Abstractly speaking outliers are patterns that deviate from 

expected normal behavior, which in its simplest form could 

be represented by a region and visualize all normal 

observations to belong to this normal region and consider the 

rest as outliers This approach looks simple but is highly 

challenging due to following reasons. It is very difficult to 

define the normal behavior or a normal region. The 

difficulties are as under. 

 Encompassing of every possible normal behavior in the 

region. 

 Imprecise boundary between normal and outlier 

behavior since at times outlier observation lying close to 

the boundary could actually be normal, and vice-versa. 

 Adaptation of malicious adversaries to make the outlier 

observations appear like normal when outliers result 

from malicious actions. 

 In many domains normal behavior keeps evolving and 

may not be current to be a representative in the future. 

 Differing notion of outliers in different application 

domains makes it difficult to apply technique developed 

in one domain to another. 

For example, in the medical domain a small 

deviation from normal body temperature might be an outlier, 

while similar value deviation in the stock market domain 

might be considered as normal. Even within same domain say 

crime detection there could be situations where use of foreign 

make weapons may be considered normal in crimes 

committed in metro cities but an outlier for murders of 

commoners in tribal regions. 

 Availability of labeled data for training/ validation of 

models used by outlier detection techniques. 

 Noise in the data which tends to be similar to the actual 

outliers and hence difficult to distinguish and remove. 

Due to the above challenges, the outlier detection 

problem, in its most general form, is not easy to solve. In fact, 

most of the existing outlier detection techniques solve a 

specific problem formulation which is induced by various 

factors such as nature of the data, availability of labeled data, 

type of outliers to be detected, etc. Often, these factors are 

determined by the application domain in which the outliers 

need to be detected. 

Researchers adopt concepts from diverse disciplines 

such as statistics, machine learning, data mining, information 

theory, spectral theory, and apply them to specific problem 

formulations. Figure 2 shows the above mentioned key 

components associated with any outlier detection technique. 
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Fig. 2: Key Components Associated with Outlier Detection 

Technique 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have survey various method for the detection 

of outliers. These method uses the size of the resulting 

clusters as the key factor for identifying groups of 

observations that are distinct from the majority of the data. 

With this exercise, we have attained a better understanding of 

the different directions of research on outlier analysis for 

ourselves as well as for beginners in this research field who 

can pick up the links to different areas of applications in 

details. 
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